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Abstract - News forms an essential part of modern civilization. It plays a significant role in keeping everyone updated about the various events around the world. News consists of article, headlines, captions and generating captions is the most difficult task. So our system is concerned with the idea of automatically generating captions for images, which is vital for many image related applications. It helps in the improvement of the news media and multimedia applications. In the existing method, the captions for the news images are given manually by reading the text content. Thus the caption generation task requires human assistance and hence a time consuming process. Our project will help to generate automatic and appropriate caption for the desired news. The system learns to create captions from the accessible dataset that has not been explicitly defined for our task. A dataset consists of news article and the picture embedded in them. From the dataset the system will identify what the image is and suggest appropriate keywords and with the accompanying article it will generate a caption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Captions for images, also known as outline are a few lines of text used to explain or elaborate photographs. Along with the headlines, captions are the most commonly read words in an article. Furthermore, image descriptions tend to be precise and concise focusing on the most important depicted objects or events. Our innovation is to exploit this implicit information and treat the surrounding document and caption words as labels for the image, thus reducing the need for human involvement.[1]

The system learns to create captions from the available dataset that has not been explicitly labeled. A dataset consists of news article and the image embedded in them. The dataset consists of extensive range of topics including technology, sports, education, military, politics and so on. [2] The standard technique to generate caption is based on two stage framework consisting of content selection and surface realization. Content Selection identifies what the image and accompanying article are about, whereas surface realization determines how to verbalize the chosen content.[2][3]

The backbone for surface realization is a probabilistic image annotation model which uses SIFT algorithm that suggests keyword for an image and it highlights important objects or events depicted in the image. Then by using extractive approach we identify the keywords in the article with the help of LDA algorithm which consist of different mechanism. After generating appropriate keywords from image as well as article we perform the operation of overlapping the keywords by using N-gram model. The system selects maximum overlap keywords and generates a caption for an image.

The dataset we employed contains real-world images and it exhibits a large vocabulary including both object names and keywords, so instead of manually generating annotations, image captions are treated as labels for the image. Simply extracting a sentence from the document often yields an inferior caption. It produces captions that are more grammatical than a closely related word-based system. [1]

II. RELATED STUDIES

An image is a work of art that depicts or records visual perception and should be able to describe the environment related to it. To generate description from the image two steps must be followed. The initial step is to examine the image with the help of image processing tool and extract leading factors from the images by means of some extraction methods which is then record into natural language text by taking into consideration the text generation engine. The work describe by Patrick Hede, Pierre-Alain Moellic, Joel Bourgeois, Magali Joint, Corinne Thomas [4], has describe to represent images of objects in some natural language or in a human readable form.

The next step is to process the document or the article and generate the keywords from them. M. Banko, V. Mittal, and M. Witbrock [5], can help to generate headline and image description by means of a statistical machine conversion. From a source documents this technique produce summary in a succinct manner.

Automatic image annotation is the process by which a computer system automatically assigns metadata in the form of captioning or keywords to a digital image. Several steps must be followed in order to initiate such a description of images. The initial step is to perform segmentation technique over the images in accordance to the available objects in the image.

Next step is to retrieve the attributes from the resultant database, and finally description is generated using templates. B. Yao, X. Yang, L. Lin, M.W. Lee and S. Chun
Zhu [6], signify most effectual methods which are image parsing and text generation.

Database of images and its related documents is necessary for development of all the obligatory steps to perform annotation of images. But formation and collection of such database is challenging and time consuming. To overcome such a drawback Y. Feng and M. Lapata [1] create a database of images that are naturally associated with the news articles without overhead of manual annotation because documents or news articles associated with images can heighten the image annotation process. Such document contains foremost information that is used to create image description.

Therefore we will be creating a caption that not only summarize the document but is also trustworthy to the image’s content.

III. NEED OF THE PROJECT

In the existing method, the captions generation process is done manually by reading the text information. Thus the caption generation task requires human involvement and hence it is a time consuming process. Our project will help to generate automatic and appropriate caption for the desired news.

The other important needs are:-

- In computer vision, there is an increasing demand for describing images or video frames more linguistically [7], i.e. with description sentences rather than isolated keywords list.
- Many of the search engines deployed on the web retrieve images without analyzing their content, simply by matching user input against collocated textual article. [1]
- In social media huge amount of images are uploaded on the web daily. So generating appropriate caption and within short interval of time has become a need.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

The implementation is done in two stages:

- **Content Selection**: In content selection, from the image and article keywords will be generated using two different algorithms. It includes two models-image annotation model and topic model.
- **Surface Realization**: From the keywords generated in content selection, keywords are arranged using language model and caption is generated.

A. System Design:

The input to the system is image and article. First the image will be processed using SIFT algorithm. SIFT stands for Scale Invariant Feature Transform algorithm. It is used to describe and detect the local features in the image. It identifies the multiple object with SIFT descriptor, which is histogram of direction at different location in detected region.

Once object are identified the next process is Clustering. Clustering means grouping of data or dividing a large datasets into smaller data set of same similarity. For these k-means algorithm [9] is used. ’k’ stands for number of different objects observed. From the observed objects keywords are generated for that object.

Further, the article will be given and processed using LDA algorithm. [10] LDA stands Latent Dirichlet Allocation. The process starts with stopword removal. Stopwords are nothing but words having less efficiency or less meaning than keywords. Stopwords include is, of, the, a, an, etc. The next process is stemming in which the derived words are reduced. For example searching, searched becomes search. Since the caption generated is always in the present tense. Finally, the parse tree is constructed in which the keywords obtained are arranged in sequential form.

Here keywords are generated from both image and article. They are put in N-gram Mode. [10] It is a language model. Here from the keywords similar keywords are overlapped and using language model phrase is constructed which then become appropriate caption.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced the task of automatic caption generation for news images. The key aspect of our approach is to allow both the textual and visual information to support the caption generation task. This is achieved through an image annotation model that characterizes pictures in terms of description keywords that are subsequently used to make the caption generation process easier. Then, the topic model helps in the abstraction of keywords from the article. Furthermore, the language model combines result of both the image annotation and topic model which gives appropriate caption for the news images.
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